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N the early and mid-nineteenth century it was cus-
tomary for newspapers to print a broadside "Carrier's
Address" to be distributed on New Years Day. Often

about 12x 18 inches in size, they had elaborate typographical
borders surrounding a long poem citing the news of the past
year and expectations for the next and beginning or ending
with a suggestion that the carrier deserved a monetary gratuity
for his effort in delivering the paper, often in face of miserable
conditions:

Patrons! what Weal or woe hash been,
You, from our printed sheet have seen;
Nor heat, cold, rain nor snow a barrier,
Promptly the day hath brought the Carrier;
A New Year's Quarter, or a Fifty,
Will glad my heart and make me thrifty.

THE CARRIER.
(Weekly Minnesotian, St. Paul, Jan. 1, 1857). 1

While it is very doubtful that Hodge's Journal of Finance, Bank
Reporter, and Safe-Guard was distributed by newsboys, they did
publish a "New Year's Address" to their patrons on January 1,
1859. And because of the paper's specialized clientele, its col-
lection of poems relate to the financial and banking situation
at the close of the Panic of 1857.

Carrier's Address poems were as varied in style and content
as the authors who composed them. In general they told of
disasters of all types: world-wide and personal. Death in all
forms reported during the year are concentrated in the Ad-
dresses, along with a few of the more encouraging stories. Some
of the Addresses are in a lighter vein, but they still display a
fascination with death. The Weekly Minnesotian ran its "New
Year's Address" on the front page in 1857; the first part re-
ported the "mandatory" disasters, but Minnesota was looking
forward to statehood, so much of the poem was a description
of the newly opening territory. The monetary situation was in
turmoil at the beginning of 1857, so there was a stanza relat-
ing to the currency situation and hope that statehood would
cure those ills:
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This 1859 Hodges' New Year's Address is printed on a 12x19-inch sheet of
light-weight paper. The floral border is not as elaborate typographically as
many which surrounded other Carriers' Addresses.
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Admitted, 'tis one cause for thanks
That we shall have our own State Banks,
To drive out all the worthless trash,
The rotten substitute for cash,
Which, with Bank failures day by day,
Gives wealth to rich, robs poor of pay.
The Washtenaw, not worth a doit,

The Georgetown, altered to Detroit,
The Globe Bank of famed Gotham City,
Still "going" here, the more's the pity;
Vile counterfeits which daily pass,
Not worth the rag their words deface,
Pushed off by many a knave and rogue,
And keeping "Thompson" in full vogue.

But statehood was delayed until May 1858 and Minnesota
suffered even worse fiscal problems through the Panic of 1857
which struck in September. The Minnesotian printed its 1858
Carriers Address as a broadside so any further comment on
Minnesota monetary affairs from that source is not known.

The 1859 "New Years Address" of Hodges Journal of Finance,
Bank Reporter, and Safe-guard had a summary of the Panic and
its aftermath for New York and the nation in six poems. The
opening poem is the usual dirge, and the Address ends with
promotional material and a "Thank You" to the patrons of
Hodges':

Hark to the tolling bell, that wakes the stillness of the

night
With muffled, slow-toned music, for the year that's taken

flight!
Down in the fathomless gulf of TIME, down in its boundless

sea
Its grave is found!
Let the bell's deep sound
Its parting requiem be.

No mourning train, with solemn pomp, its funeral pageant

swells,
No tear from the eye of mortal comes, no heaving sigh

upwells;
But when the gloom of dark midnight, its mourning pall bath

spread,
The hours have flown —
The days have gone —

Another year is dead!

Mourn, mortal! for each passing year cuts short thy span of

life!
Though strong thine arm, though brave thy heart, and firm-

braced for the strife,
Long years, by constant sapping, shall wear away thy prime,

Till youth bath past;
With cares o'ercast,
Thou'lt yield at last to Time.

Resolve then, Now, that each New Year, which yet may come to

thee,
Though fraught with trouble, still shall bear its fruit upon

thy tree;
That some good deeds shall mark its time, that some bright

memory's trace
Shall light its page,
To bless thine age,
And many sins efface .

A short year ago, in the gloom of the past,

The future more gloomy appeared,
And darkened by blots which disgraced its fair fame;

By all was the consequence shared.

Suspension's dark blight had left its foul mark

Deep dyed on the Banks of the land;
And Mist in' stared in the face of the poor,

And WANT marked them deep with her brand.

NOW Plenty upholds what misfortune had bowed,
Prosperity takes a firm hand;

Fair Commerce again throws her flag to the breeze,
And Wealth opens out a full hand.

No more should we look with regret at the past,
While the Present so brightly appears;

The woes of the Panic, too painful to last,
Were greatly increased by our fears.

New York the mighty centre, from insane and mad inflation,
Suspended too and lost her cause, with wild infatuation,
Curtailed her issues, stopped her loans, and gathered in her

cash,
'Till her Banks were stronger far than they'd been before

the crash.
The management was wise; and the millions which they gained,

Upheld their own position, and other States sustained.
And when six months elapsed their doors were opened wide,
Resumption proved her policy, and prosperity's rich tide
Fast flowed with golden tribute to her Banks' well-fastened

vaults,
Tin her merchants blessed her prudence, and forgot to name

her faults.

No longer now the Indian Isles,
Are famous for wealth untold,

(In spices, and gems of fabulous worth);
But South, and West, and far off in the North,

WE have mines abounding in gold.

The millions which California yields,
(Six millions a month they say),

Carolina, Virginia, and Georgia's fields,
And Oregon, far away.

Tennessee, Kansas, and Washington,
Orizona, [sic] and Gila, are they,

Far West toward the setting sun.

Time was when Peruvian mines were famed,

And Mexican wealth was almost named

As priceless beyond compare;

But now, we measure our wealth by "piles,"
And laugh at the wealth of the Indian Isles,

And believe that we have our share.
But while on mines, we still must cite

Some other mines, not new,
Not mines of gold, and still not quite

So valueless but that some light
Would show them up 'a few.'

Siberian mines, which are worked by slaves;
Australian mines—Victorian owns;

And Wall street mines, whose yields are shaves;
And Cemetery mines so rich, in graves

And monumental stones.
Insurance mines of wondrous wealth,

Secured by real estate and "rocks,"
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Whose managers should strive by stealth,
And "Sing Sing" sometimes for their health,

And over-issues of their stocks.
Lottery mines, whose props are Wood,

Fast falling to decay;
These mines were once considered good,
And would be still, had they but stood

The test the other day.
Banking mines, of "wild cat" breed,

Whose vaults of course are rich,
With presidents who'd run "to seed,"
And then run off with wondrous speed,

With characters like pitch.
These are the mines which have yielded so well,

And coined like mints of gold,
But to the holders of bills have proved, "a sell,"
Their issues went down when their characters fell,

Their names we will now unfold.
"Woodbury" and "Litchfield," Connecticut Banks;

The "Hatters" was, too, of that State,
Its vaults were robbed and sundry pranks
Performed, till its officers set round on their shanks,

While the President rubbed his "pate."
The "Southern Bank of Georgia" too;

"Macomb," of Michigan;
Illinois and Nebraska not a few,
Whose Managers found that they couldn't do

Of one PATROXS, a single man.
Indiana has helped to swell the list;

and Kansas claims a place;
And Pennsylvania holds in her greedy fist
Charters of Banks, whose value is jist

Not what they bear on their face.
And so we go, with scheme on scheme

In every State designed;
Till worthless issues almost seem
The realization of fondest dream

Of a fraudulent grasping mind.
With all these frauds of rankest smell,

There are other frauds to note,
Of altered bills which are done so well,
And spurious notes on which to dwell

Would simply be to quote.
From our "SAFE-GUARD ' S " pages, where each week

In their makers we plant a thorn,
And our "Journal's" columns, where we speak
At length of their plans, and carefully seek

To hold them up to scorn.
Others there are who have tried our plan

Descriptively to show,
The good from the bad; but any quick man
By a cursory glance can easily scan

Their merits as they go.
Reporters spring up and go down in a DAv,

Or rather we should say Dye;
But some are good, and some worthless as clay;
But for our own, we would simply pray

That each for himself should try,
Of every work, the comparative worth,

Be it "List," "Reporter," or "Safeguard,"
Published here, at the East, at the South, or the North,
Selecting the one which he deems of most worth,

And we'll safely abide the award.

Our thanks to our Patrons, whose numbers increase
By thousands, as each passing year rolleth on.

Our Country is blessed by Prosperity—Peace-
And the Good which we feel her REPOIZTERS have done.

For ourselves, we but claim what our merit deserves,—

The need that our Patrons to us must accord;
The need which is yielded to each man who serves

To save them their cash,—their good will and good word.

Brothers John Tyler and Daniel Milton Hodges and Edward
Milton Hodges, son of Daniel, were the publishers of bank
note reporters in New York from about 1856 to 1866 accord-
ing to Bank Note Reporters and Counterfeit Detectors, 1826-1866,
by William H. Dillistin. Reliable information is sketchy since
holdings of the periodicals are scattered both in collections
and dates. City directories and issue numbers indicate the Jour-
nal of Finance k Batik Reporter began publication in 1856, pub-
lished by James Monroe and J. Tyler Hodges. In 1859, when
the New Year's Address was published, Hodges added his name
to that title while Monroe had a separate publication, Journal
of Finance. By 1861 Daniel M. I lodges was the publisher of
Hodges Journal of Finance and Bank Note Reporter with a circula-
tion of 103,000. Edward I lodges took over publication on the
death of Daniel Hodges in January 1862 and continued until
the latter part of 1865 when lames N. Phelps became editor
and changed the name of the journal.

Under the propietorship of the II odgeses other specialized
publications supplemented the weekly, including Hodges' New
Bank Note Safe-Guard, Hodges' Genuine Bank Notes of America
(1859, only one issue was located by Dillistin) and Hodges
Coin Chart Manual. The Hodges publications are not listed in a
city directory in 1866-1867, so it assumed publication ceased
in 1866.

Hodges's New Year's Address mentions two other publish-
ers of bank note reporters in the couplet designed to establish
the stability of 1-lodges publications:

Reporters spring up and go down in a DAY,

Or rather we should say Dye,

The first reference may be to Mahlon Day who was one of
the first in the field of listing bank note descriptions and coun-
terfeits in the 1830s and 1840s and was no longer in the busi-
ness. The inference that other bank note reporters were
short-lived was especially true in the case of John S. Dye and
Dye's Bank Note Plate Delineator. Dillistin located only one
"complete edition" dated 1855; and two specialized editions.

Hodges's suggestion that Dye's publication went down in a
"day" seems to confirm Dillistin's comparison of the Dye De-
lineator of 1855 with Hodges' New Bank Note Safe-Guard of 1857.
Both were printed from the same plates, as attested by the same
typographical errors; the introductory paragraphs and prospec-
tits were nearly identical except for publication names and other
details. Dillistin assumed that Hodges pirated the entire pub-
lication from Dye without credit for the originality of the work;
but if the Dye publication was a one-time publication the
Hodges family may have assumed its ownership and used the
original forms with only minor typographical revisions in the
introductory text. Typographical errors cited by Dillistin were
still in the Third Quarterly Edition of 1858.

Hodges' Safe-Guard was the definitive publication of the
Hodges group. Published quarterly, it was a hardbound hook
131/2 by 8 1/2 inches in size with an embossed and gold-titled
cover priced at $2 ($3 in 1865). The third quarterly edition of
1858 has 353 pages, 351 of them contain schematic layouts
of twenty-seven banknotes in three newspaper-width columns,
four pages of index plus title and introductory pages. Border
boxes of the diagrams are 7x 13 picas (six picas to the inch).
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Title page of Hodges' New Bank Safe-Guard.
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In some cases, apparently at first, the schematics are labeled,
(1st. Plate.) (2nd. Plate.) and (New Plate.) as new diagrams
were inserted as necessary to keep the publication current. But
new issues multiplied so rapidly the new designs were placed
on additional pages at the back of the hook rather than re-
make completely the page forms for each edition. Location of
the new diagrams on other pages were indicated after the bank's
name in the index. By the time of an 1865 Safe-Guard the pages
held the layouts of thirty notes rather than twenty-seven.

Along with the layouts of the many state bank notes of the
United States, the early Safe-Guards carried layouts of Cana-
dian chartered bank issues and this coverage expanded for new
banks as required in later issues.

Three United States notes were listed on the last page of the
third 1858 Safe-Guard. They are the $100, $500 and $1000
one-year interest-bearing treasury notes authorized by the Act
of December 23, 1857. Financial crisis, bank suspension of

specie payment and a sharp drop in customs revenue forced
this expedient of treasury notes for the government to pay its
bills. By the time of the 1865 Safe-Guard there were diagrams
of national currency notes, demand notes, legal tenders and
interest-bearing notes along with postage currency of the first
and second issues.

The Safe-Guard said spurious and altered notes were by far
the most numerous class of bad money and bore no resem-
blance to the real thing. Therefore full descriptions of genuine
notes provided by the Safe-Guard was the best possible de-
fense against fraudulent issues. It added that actual counter-
feits or fac similes were comparatively rare but could be detected
by close inspection. Denominations of known counterfeited
and photographed notes were indicated in the index of banks.

While deploring the fact that most Reporters and Bank Note
Detectors only described false bills which had been in circula-
tion, often a long time, before detection, the Hodges group

The agony felt by a customer when a bank note's quality was questioned was recalled in this nostalgic illustration
which appeared in Harper's Weekly on March 15, 1873. Without bank note reporters or I lodges' Safe - Guard
even careful scrutiny was no guarantee to either party. (Courtesy of State Historical Society of North Dakota.)
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The Eastern Bank of Alabama in
Eufaula advertised three industries
on its $1 note dated March 15,
1860: cotton, shipping and the
newspaper carrier. The Lippincott,
Crambo Gazetteer of the United
States for 1852 says about 20,000
bales of cotton were shpped annu-
ally front Eufaula by steamboat
during the November to June ship-
ping season on the Chattahoochee
River. The Gazetteer also reported
several newspapers in the city; how-
ever, The American Newspaper
Directory, 1861, lists only two

titles: The Eufaula Express and the Spirit of the South. Either paper may have printed a Carrier's Address for the newsboy in the vignette.

included just such a weekly publication. The Journal of Finance
and Bank Reporter along with Hodges' Gold and Silver Coin Chart
Manual plus a weekly issue of Safe-Guard was listed at $4 a
year; $3 semi-monthly and $2.50 monthly ($6, $5 and $4 in
1865).

The New Year's Address circulated by John Tyler Hodges to
his subscribers on January 1, 1859 was only one of many
Carrier's Addresses published by daily and weekly newspapers
of general circulation that day. Not many of those broadsides
survive and all are a collectors' specialty in themselves, but
ones from such specialized publishers as I lodges' can be con-
sidered very scarce. And one that interprets the aftermath of a
national fiscal upheaval is especially interesting.

NOTE:
I. Selected from With Scissors and Paste: 'The Scrapbook of Printing Lore

and History, unpublished masterpiece by Forrest Daniel.
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American Capital Markets Premier
This illustration arrived too late to include with Ned W. Downing's review in PAPER MONEY No. 195.
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This Massachusetts Bank share bears the signature of James Bowdoin, who was president of the bank and
governor of Massachusetts si»niltaneously. (Courtesy of the Museum of American Financial History)
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